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EC Exceeds EC Meets the EC Progressing to-
wards the EC

Minimally ad-
dresses EC’s

Response clearly
states which eco-
nomic system you
would have pre-
ferred if you had
lived during the
time of the Indus-
trial Revolution.

[10%]

Makes a choice
and clearly con-

nects with a spe-
cific example

[10%]

Makes a choice
and defines the
choice clearly

[8%]

Makes a choice
and gives a gen-

eral definition

[7%]

Makes a choice

[6%]
Response includes
as least three rea-
sons why that
economic system
would have been
best during the
Industrial Revo-
lution.

[30%]

Includes more
than three reasons

[30%]

List three clear
reasons

[26%]

List two clear rea-
sons

[22%]

List one clear rea-
son or several
vague reasons

[18%]
Response clearly
states which eco-
nomic system you
prefer today.

[10%]

Makes a choice
and clearly con-

nects with a spe-
cific example

 [10%]

Makes a choice
and defines the
choice clearly

[8%]

Makes a choice
and gives a gen-

eral definition

[7%]

Makes a choice

[6%]
Response includes
at least three rea-
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economic system
is best today.
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Provides more
than three reasons

with examples

[30%]

Provides three
solutions

[26%]

Provides 2 solu-
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Provides 1 solu-
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Response ad-
dresses whether
the distribution of
wealth is a prob-
lem, progress, or a
promise.
[20%]

Clearly explains
and connects to

the present.

[20%]

Clearly explains
choice with ex-

ample.

[17%]

Explains choice in
general form

[15%]

Does not clearly
explain choice

[12%]
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Individual Report

Question: Which economic system (capitalism, socialism, communism, or utopianism)
would you have preferred if you had lives during the time of the Industrial Revolution?
Why? Which economic system (capitalism, socialism, communism, or utopianism) do you
prefer today? Why? Is the distribution of wealth a problem, progress, or a promise?

1. Response clearly states which economic system you would have preferred if you had
lived during the time of the Industrial Revolution

2.  Response includes as least three reasons why that economic system would have been
best during the Industrial Revolution.

3.  Response clearly states which economic system you prefer today.

4.  Response includes at least three reasons why that economic system is best today.

5. Response addresses whether the distribution of wealth is a problem, progress, or a
promise.


